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Abstract
Software agents help automate a variety of tasks
including those involved in buying and selling products
over the Internet. This paper surveys several of these agentmediated electronic commerce systems by describing their
roles in the context of a Consumer Buying Behavior (CBB)
model. The CBB model we present augments traditional
marketing models with concepts from Software Agents
research to accommodate electronic markets.

1. Introduction
Software agents are programs to which one can delegate (aspects of) a task. They differ from “traditional”
software in that they are personalized, continuously
running and semi-autonomous. These qualities make
agents useful for a wide variety of information and
process management tasks [1]. It should come as no
surprise that these same qualities are particularly useful for the information-rich and process-rich environment of electronic commerce.
Electronic commerce encompasses a broad range of
issues including security, trust, reputation, law, payment mechanisms, advertising, ontologies, electronic
product catalogs (EPCs), intermediaries, multimedia
shopping experiences, and back-office management.
Agent technologies can be applied to any of these
areas where a personalized, continuously running
semi-autonomous behavior is desirable. However,
certain characteristics will determine to what extent
agent technologies are appropriate.
For example, how much time or money could be
saved if a certain process was partially automated
(e.g., comparing products from multiple merchants)?
How easy is it to express your preferences for the task
(e.g., shopping for a gift)? What are the risks of an
agent making a sub-optimal transaction decision (e.g.,
making stock market buying and selling decisions or
buying a car)? What are the consequences for missed
opportunities (e.g., not being able to effectively monitor new job postings)?

Generally, the more time and money that can be
saved through automation, the easier it is to express
preferences, the lesser the risks of making sub-optimal
transaction decisions, and the greater the loss for
missed opportunities, the more appropriate it is to
employ agent technologies in electronic commerce.

2. Roles of Agents as Mediators in
Electronic Commerce
It is useful to explore the roles of agents as mediators in electronic commerce in the context of a common model. The model we present stems from
traditional marketing Consumer Buying Behavior
(CBB) research and comprises the actions and decisions involved in buying and using goods and services. However, we augment traditional CBB models
with concepts from Software Agents research to
accommodate electronic markets.
Although CBB research covers many areas, it is
important to recognize its limitations up-front. For
example, CBB research focuses primarily on retail
markets (although many CBB concepts pertain to
business-to-business and consumer-to-consumer
markets as well) [2, 3]. Even within retail, not all shopping behaviors are captured (e.g., impulse purchasing). Also, as mentioned earlier, electronic commerce
covers a broad range of issues, some of which are
beyond the scope of a CBB model (e.g., back-office
management and other merchant issues). Nevertheless, the CBB model is a powerful tool to help us
understand the roles of agents as mediators in electronic commerce.

2.1. Consumer Buying Behavior Model
There are several descriptive theories and models
that attempt to capture consumer buying behavior -e.g., the Nicosia model [4], the Howard-Sheth model
[5], the Engel-Blackwell model [6], the Bettman information-processing model [7], and the Andreasen

model [8]. Although different, these models all share a
similar list of six fundamental stages guiding consumer buying behavior. These six stages also elucidate
where agent technologies apply to the consumer shopping experience and allow us to more formally categorize existing agent-mediated electronic commerce
systems [9]:

complexity depending on the market. In traditional
retail markets, prices and other aspects of the transaction are often fixed leaving no room for negotiation. In other markets (e.g., stocks, automobile, fine
art, local markets, etc.), the negotiation of price or
other aspects of the deal are integral to product and
merchant brokering. Traditional CBB models do not
identify this stage explicitly, but the conclusion of
the Negotiation stage is comparable to the Choice
or Decision stage found in other models [4, 6].

1. Need Identification
This stage characterizes the consumer becoming
aware of some unmet need. Within this stage, the
consumer can be stimulated through product information. This stage is called Problem Recognition in
the Engel-Blackwell model [6].

5. Purchase and Delivery
The purchase and delivery of a product can either
signal the termination of the negotiation stage or
occur sometime afterwards (in either order). In
some cases, the available payment (e.g., cash only)
or delivery options can influence product and merchant brokering.

2. Product Brokering
This stage comprises the retrieval of information to
help determine what to buy. This encompasses the
evaluation of product alternatives based on consumer-provided criteria. The result of this stage is
the “consideration set” of products.
3. Merchant Brokering
This stage combines the “consideration set” from
the previous stage with merchant-specific information to help determine who to buy from. This
includes the evaluation of merchant alternatives
based on consumer-provided criteria (e.g., price,
warranty, availability, delivery time, reputation,
etc.). The Nicosia model merges both brokering
stages into one Search Evaluation stage [4]. The
Engel-Blackwell model dissects these two stages
orthogonally into Information Search and Evaluation of Alternatives stages [6].
4. Negotiation
This stage is about how to determine the terms of the
transaction. Negotiation varies in duration and
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6. Product Service and Evaluation
This post-purchase stage involves product service,
customer service, and an evaluation of the satisfaction of the overall buying experience and decision.
The nature of this stage (and others) depends upon
for whom the product was purchased.
As with most models, these stages represent an
approximation and simplification of complex behaviors. As noted, CBB stages often overlap and migration
from one to another can be non-linear and iterative.
From this CBB perspective, we can identify the roles
of agents as mediators in electronic commerce. The
personalized, continuously-running autonomous
nature of agents make them well-suited for mediating
those consumer behaviors involving information filtering and retrieval, personalized evaluations, complex coordinations, and time-based interactions.
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Post-purchase evaluation usually includes feedback about two distinct elements of the
shopping process: product brokering and merchant brokering. Traditionally, customer
remarks are accessible (and used) by either the marketing staff of manufacturers or the
customer satisfaction staff of merchants. However, agent-based distributed trust and reputation mechanisms (like Kasbah’s Better Business Bureau) enable customers to share
and combine their experiences and use merchant and product reputations as additional
aspects of brokering and negotiation.

Table 1 : Roles and Examples of Agents as Mediators in Electronic Commerce

Specifically, these roles correspond most notably to the
Product Brokering, Merchant Brokering, and Negotiation stages of the Consumer Buying Behavior model.
Table 1 lists the six CBB stages and shows where several representative agent systems fall within this
space. The rest of this section expounds the three
agent-centric stages of the CBB model with examples.

2.2. Product Brokering
The Product Brokering stage of the CBB model is
where consumers determine what to buy. This occurs
after a need has been identified (i.e., in the Need Identification stage) and is achieved through a critical evaluation of retrieved product information. Table 1 shows
several agent systems that lower consumers’ search
costs [10] when deciding which products best meet
their needs: PersonaLogic, Firefly, and Tete-a-Tete.
PersonaLogic [11] is a tool that enables consumers
to narrow down the products that best meet their
needs by guiding them through a large product feature
space. The system filters out unwanted products
within a given domain by allowing shoppers to specify
constraints on a product’s features. A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) engine then returns an ordered
list of only those products that satisfy all of the hard
constraints. PersonaLogic is marketed as a service that
merchants offer to their customers that enables them to
select the best product from the merchant’s catalog.
Like PersonaLogic, Firefly services [12, 13] help consumers find products. However, instead of filtering
products based on features, Firefly recommends products via a “word of mouth” recommendation mechanism called automated collaborative filtering (ACF).
ACF first compares a shopper’s product ratings with
those of other shoppers. After identifying the shopper’s “nearest neighbors” (i.e., users with similar
tastes), ACF recommends products that they rated
highly but which the shopper may not yet have rated - potentially resulting in serendipitous finds. Essentially, Firefly uses the opinions of like-minded people
to offer recommendations. The system is currently
used to recommend commodity products such as
music and books.

2.3. Merchant Brokering
Whereas the Product Brokering stage compares
product alternatives, the Merchant Brokering stage compares merchant alternatives.
Andersen Consulting’s BargainFinder was the first
shopping agent for on-line price comparisons [14].
Given a specific product, BargainFinder requests its
price from each of nine different merchant web sites

using the same requests as from a web browser.
Although a limited proof-of-concept system, BargainFinder offered valuable insights into the issues
involved in price comparisons in the on-line world.
For example, a third of the on-line CD merchants
accessed by BargainFinder blocked all of its price
requests. This was because merchants inherently do
not want to compete on price alone. Value-added services that merchants offered on their web sites were
being bypassed by BargainFinder and therefore not
considered in the consumer’s buying decision. However, it was also the case that Andersen Consulting
received requests from an equal number of littleknown merchants who wanted to be included in BargainFinder’s price comparison. In short, companies
competing on price and/or desiring more exposure
wanted to be included, the others didn’t.
Jango [15, 16] can be viewed as an advanced BargainFinder. The original Jango version “solved” the
merchant blocking issue by having the product
requests originate from each consumer’s web browser
instead of from a central site as in BargainFinder. This
way, requests to merchants from a Jango-augmented
web browser appeared as requests from “real” customers. This kind of “aggressive interoperability”
makes it convenient for consumers to shop for commodity products but does not leave merchants with
many options. If merchants provide public on-line catalogs, they can be accessed by agents whether merchants want this or not.
Jango’s modus operandi is simple: once a shopper
has identified a specific product, Jango can simultaneously query merchant sites (from a list now maintained by Excite, Inc.) for its price. These results allow
a consumer to compare merchant offerings on price.
MIT Media Lab’s Kasbah [17, 18] is an on-line,
multi-agent classified ad system. A user wanting to
buy or sell a good creates an agent, gives it some strategic direction, and sends it off into a centralized agent
marketplace. Kasbah agents pro-actively seek out
potential buyers or sellers and negotiate with them on
behalf of their owners. Each agent's goal is to complete
an acceptable deal subject to a set of user-specified
constraints, such as a desired price, a highest (or lowest) acceptable price, and a date by which to complete
the transaction. The latest version of Kasbah incorporates a distributed trust and reputation mechanism
called the Better Business Bureau. Upon the completion of a transaction, both parties may rate how well
the other party managed his/her half of the deal (e.g.,
accuracy of product condition, completion of transaction, etc.). Agents then use these ratings to determine
if they should negotiate with agents whose owners fall
below a user-specified reputation threshold.

2.4. Negotiation
From our CBB perspective, the Negotiation stage is
where the price or other terms of the transaction are
determined.1 Examples of where we see negotiation
used in commerce include stock markets (e.g., NYSE
and NASDAQ), fine art auction houses (e.g., Sotheby’s
and Christie’s), flower auctions (e.g., Aalsmeer, Holland), and various ad-hoc haggling (e.g., automobile
dealerships and commission-based electronics stores).
The benefit of dynamically negotiating a price for a
product instead of fixing it is that it relieves the merchant from needing to determine the value of the good
a priori. Rather, this burden is pushed into the marketplace itself. A result of this is that limited resources are
allocated fairly -- i.e., to those who value them most.
However, there are impediments to using negotiation. In the physical world, certain types of auctions
require that all parties be geographically co-located,
for example, in auction houses. Also, negotiating may
be too complicated or frustrating for the average consumer. For instance, this sentiment inspired Saturn
automobile dealerships to switch from price negotiation to fixed-price in order to appease its customers.
Finally, some negotiation protocols occur over an
extended period of time which does not cater to impatient or time-constrained consumers. In general, realworld negotiations accrue transaction costs that may
be too high for either consumers or merchants [19].
Fortunately, many of these impediments disappear
in the digital world. For example, OnSale [20] and
eBay’s AuctionWeb [21] are two popular web sites that
sell refurbished and second-hand products using a
choice of auction protocols. Unlike auction houses,
these sites do not require that participants be geographically co-located. However, these sites still
require that consumers manage their own negotiation
strategies over an extended period of time. This is
where agent technologies come in.
Table 1 shows several agent systems that assist the
customer in negotiating the terms of a transaction:
AuctionBot, Kasbah, and Tete-a-Tete.
AuctionBot [22] is a general purpose Internet auction server at the University of Michigan. AuctionBot
users create new auctions to sell products by choosing
from a selection of auction types and then specifying
its parameters (e.g., clearing times, method for resolving bidding ties, the number of sellers permitted, etc.).
1. Like the term “agent”, there is no consensus on the definition of the term “negotiation.” Economists, game theorists, business managers, political scientists, and artificial
intelligence researchers each provide unique perspectives
on its meaning.

Buyers and sellers can then bid according to the multilateral distributive negotiation protocols of the created
auction. In a typical scenario, a seller would bid a reservation price after creating the auction and let AuctionBot manage and enforce buyer bidding according
to the auction protocols and parameters.
What makes AuctionBot different from most other
auction sites, however, is that it provides an application programmable interface (API) for users to create
their own software agents to autonomously compete
in the AuctionBot marketplace. Such an API provides
a semantically sound interface to the marketplace.2
However, as with the Fishmarket Project [24], it is left
to the users to encode their own bidding strategies.
Fishmarket is not currently being used as a real-world
system, but it has hosted tournaments to compare
opponents’ hand-crafted bidding strategies along the
lines of Axelrod’s prisoner’s dilemma tournaments
[25].
Kasbah, as described earlier, is a web-based multiagent classified ad system where users create buying
agents and selling agents to help transact products.
These agents automate much of the Merchant Brokering and Negotiation CBB stages for both buyers and
sellers.
Negotiation in Kasbah is straightforward. After
buying agents and selling agents are matched, the only
valid action in the negotiation protocol is for buying
agents to offer a bid to selling agents with no restrictions on time or price. Selling agents respond with
either a binding “yes” or “no”.
Given this protocol, Kasbah provides buyers with
one of three negotiation “strategies”: anxious, coolheaded, and frugal -- corresponding to a linear, quadratic, or exponential function respectively for increasing its bid for a product over time. The simplicity of
these negotiation heuristics makes it intuitive for users
to understand what their agents are doing in the marketplace.3 This was important for user acceptance as
observed in a recent Media Lab experiment [17]. A
larger Kasbah experiment is now underway at MIT
allowing students to transact books and music [18].
2. This differs from Jango, for example, which employs a
“wrapper” technology in an attempt to scrape meaningful
content from web pages. This is problematic because
HTML is a data format language, not a data content language, and there currently are no standards for presenting
and describing merchant offerings on the Internet.
3. Unlike other multi-agent marketplaces [26], Kasbah
does not concern itself with optimal strategies or convergence properties. Rather, Kasbah provides more descriptive strategies that model typical haggling behavior found
in classified ad markets.

Tete-a-Tete [27, 28] provides a unique negotiation
approach to retail sales. Unlike most other on-line
negotiation systems which competitively negotiate
over price, Tete-a-Tete agents cooperatively negotiate
across multiple terms of a transaction – e.g., warranties, delivery times, service contracts, return policies,
loan options, gift services, and other merchant valueadded services. Like Kasbah, this negotiation takes the
form of multi-agent, bilateral bargaining but not using
simple raise or decay functions as in Kasbah. Instead,
Tete-a-Tete’s shopping agents “argumentatively”
negotiate with sales agents (see [29]) and use the evaluation constraints captured during the Product Brokering and Merchant Brokering stages as dimensions
of a multi-attribute utility. This utility is used by the
shopping agent to negotiate towards a pareto-optimal
deal with sales agents. In essence, Tete-a-Tete integrates all three of the Product Brokering, Merchant
Brokering, and Negotiation CBB stages.

3. Conclusion and Future
Directions
This paper explored how Software Agents are helping consumers combat information overload and
expedite specific stages of their on-line buying process.
Today’s first-generation agent-mediated electronic
commerce systems are already creating new markets
(e.g., low-cost consumer-to-consumer and refurbished
goods) and beginning to reduce transaction costs in a
variety of business tasks. However, we still have a long
way to go before software agents transform how businesses conduct business. This change will occur as
Software Agent technologies mature to better manage
ambiguous content, personalized preferences, complex goals, changing environments, and disconnected
parties. The greatest changes may occur, however,
once standards are adopted and evolved to unambiguously and universally define goods and services, consumer and merchant profiles, value-added services,
secure payment mechanisms, inter-business electronic
forms, etc.
During this next-generation of agent-mediated electronic commerce, agents will enhance customer satisfaction
and
streamline
business-to-business
transactions, reducing transaction costs at every stage
of the supply chain. At some critical threshold, new
types of transactions will emerge in the form of
dynamic relationships among previously unknown
parties. At the speed of bits, agents will strategically
form and reform coalitions to bid on contracts and
leverage economies of scale -- in essence, creating
dynamic business partnerships that exist only as long
as necessary. It is in this third-generation of agent-

mediated electronic commerce where companies will
be at their most agile and marketplaces will approach
perfect efficiency.
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